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2017 Pattern: Up, Up and Away! 

Finished Size 9-1/2″ x 36-1 /2″ 
 

Fabric Requirements: 

 1/2-yard of ″sky″ fabric 

 Half Balloon: two different pieces of fabric, at least  

8″ x 6″ each 

 Whole Balloon: Fat Eighth 

 Quarter Balloon: four pieces of fabric, at least  

4″ x 6″ each 

 Baskets: Scrap 6″ x 6″ 

 

Cutting:  

For each balloon block, you will be cutting oval shapes and background frames according 

to the directions in the Creative Grids Ovals All Ways ruler. Use the folding directions, 

placement lines, and cutting slots as follows:  

 

Block 1: Blue Half Balloon  

Half-Oval Balloon Arcs: Fold each fabric in half with fold on the left. Use placement lines  

labeled A and cut the half ovals in the 3-1/2 slot.  

Half-Oval Background: Cut two pieces 11″ x 8″. Fold each fabric in half with fold on left.  

Use placement lines labeled A and cut the arc in the 3 slot. 

 

Block 2: Multicolor Whole Balloon 

Full Oval Balloon: Fold fabric in quarters with folds on left and bottom. Use placement 

lines labeled C and cut in the 3-1/2 slot.  

Full Oval Balloon Background: Cut one piece 11″ x 15″. Fold fabric in quarters with folds 

on left and bottom. Use placement lines labeled C and cut in the 3 slot. 

 

Block 3: Red & Yellow Quarter Balloon 

Quarter Balloon: For each quarter, position left and bottom edges of fabric along  

placement lines labeled B and cut in the 3-1/2 slot. 

Quarter Balloon Background: Cut four pieces, 8″ x 6″. For each quarter, position left and 

bottom edges of fabric along placement lines labeled B and cut in the 3 slot. Be sure to 

cut mirror pieces - place two at a time right sides together before cutting. 

 

Construction: 

Use a scant 1/4″ seam throughout. Follow the instructions for piecing the 

Half, Full and Quarter ovals in the Ovals All Ways instruction booklet. You 

can also find a video on www.creativegridsusa.com/products/CGRKAOVAL  

or by scanning the code here. To trim the blocks, add baskets, and for tem-

plates for alternatively using fused appliqué instead of piecing, please see the reverse. 

Special thanks to Linda Walter for designing our hot air balloon row! Use this pattern and the Creative Grids  

Ovals All Ways ruler to make a row for your 2017 quilt. Ask us for more great patterns using this tool, or visit  

http://www.checkerdist.com/products/#CGRKAOVAL and call us to special order! 



 

Trimming Blocks: 

Each block will be trimmed to 9-1/2″ x 12-1/2″ but you will position the balloons differently when trimming. For the 

Half Balloon, center the balloon in the rectangle, 3/4″ from the top. For the Whole Balloon, trim with the right edge of 

the balloon 1-1/4″ from the right side of the block, 3/4″ from the top. For the Quarter Balloon, trim with the left edge 1-

1/4″ from the left edge and 3/4″ from the top. Once the blocks are trimmed, join them vertically as shown with 1/4″ 

seams. You are now ready to add the baskets. Fuse a piece of lightweight Heat N Bond or other fusible to the wrong side 

of the basket fabric. Cut the baskets as follows: Block 1 - 2-1/2″ x 1-1/2″; Blocks 2 and 3 - 2″ x 1-1/2″. Fuse in place and 

embroider your lines! 

 

Fusible Applique: The colored ovals on this page are the shapes you will need to trace 

and cut if you choose to use  

fusible appliqué instead of the Ovals All Ways ruler and piecing to create your balloons.  

Follow the instructions on your fusible product of choice.  
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